RoboRAVE Australia 2022 Rules
Last edited: 17 February 2022 – The following rules will be used to referee all disputes, not online
videos or external international websites, as these may be out of date.

a-MAZE-ing Challenge- Physical Event
Goal
Design, build, & program a robot that can follow a raised wooden maze without falling off.
Completing the maze before the time limit adds Bonus Points to your score.

Who Can Play – teams of 1-4 members
Teams entering this challenge compete in:
1) Elementary School (ES)
2) Middle School (MS)
Note: If fewer than 5 teams registered in either division, the Event Director has the option to
combine divisions

Requirements
Robot: Autonomous robot, any platform, less than $1,500 USD in total.
1. Robot is not allowed to use any sensors to assist it in following the maze; however, wheel
encoders are allowed so that participants can use the number of times a wheel has rotated.
2. Footprint of the robot must never be larger than 18cm x 25cm (robot cannot expand during
the challenge – robot can have unlimited height).

General Rules
1. The Event Director will establish the number of official runs with the highest score used to
determine the top 8 teams that will compete in the Finals Tournament.
2. The robot has 2 minutes to complete the maze with the clock running backwards from 120
seconds.
3. Teams can practice as much as necessary by sharing the tracks with other teams needing to
practice.
4. Should the track be needed to score an official run, practicing teams will yield the track.
Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Challenge Specific Rules
1. If the robot falls off the maze before reaching the finish line, and there is time remaining;
return it to the start line and attempt to finish the maze.
2. A robot is considered to have fallen-off the maze when any part of the robot makes contact
with the surface supporting the track.
Track: All Challenge Dimensions are approximate.
1. All a-MAZE-ing tracks will be as near in design as possible, and constructed of MDF (or a
similar locally procured material) that is 24 cm wide and 10-20mm tall.
2. Various lengths based on the division with angled turns, in either direction, of 45°, 90°, and
135°
3. Regardless of the method used to join the pieces together, EVERY effort should be made to
ensure tracks are as smooth and free of irregularities as possible.
4. ES Division has 4 straights, and 3 angled turns for a total of 500 points possible
5. MS Division has 6 straights and 5 angled turns for a total of 800 points possible.
6. Depending on Event space and material available, where teams have an equal score, both
divisions might be run on longer tracks.
TRACK DETAILS:
Triangle Connector (Isosceles right triangle) of 45° - 45° - 90°
Hypotenuse @33 cm

Legs @23 cm

Each set of tracks is cut from 1 of 1200mm x 1200mm x 9mm MDF
All tracks are 230 - 240mm wide
Cut list:
1 @ 1200 x 240
1 @ 800 x 240
4 @ 600 x 240
2 @ 400 x 240
3 @ 240 x 240 – Then cut diagonally to form 6 triangles.

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

1. Material, track pattern, and assembling details:
1. Track material: particleboard, chipboard, MDF or similar.
2. Track pattern for event: Unknown design and all 3 angled turns will be provided
3. Angled turns - the hypotenuse is place against the straight leg the robot is turning
from
2. Securing the track to the floor: Duct tape, 5cm wide (optional)
1. Attach to the floor, up and over
2. each segment joint
3. Attach both ends
4. Scoring Lines (FRONT of robot must be over these lines as viewed from above). Draw
lines across each segment
i) ~20 cm from the end of each straight segment
ii) ~10 cm into the angled turn
Ignore Dimensions in this diagram

Scoring
1. Each completed straight section is worth 50 points.
1. A straight section is considered completed when the front of the robot covers the
scoring line as marked on the tracks, as seen from above.
2. Each completed angle is worth 100 points.
1. An angle is considered completed when the front of the robot covers the scoring line
as marked on the tracks, as seen from above.
3. ES Division has 4 straights, and 3 angled turns for a total of 500 points possible. MS Division
has 6 straights and 5 angled turns for a total of 800 points possible.
4. If the robot does not complete the maze when time runs out, the score awarded will be for
the furthest completed section of the track.
5. If the robot completes the maze before time runs out, the score will be the maximum score
for their division, plus the bonus points...1 point for each whole second remaining (e.g, if
3.94 seconds remain then 3 bonus points awarded).
Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Finals Tournament Scoring: (Optional)
1. The top eight teams from each division will compete in the finals tournament.
2. Ties will be broken by running a longer track with an extra turn and an extra straight. Teams
get 10 minutes to add in the extra code and run again.
3. Advancing teams will be seeded into the tournament bracket according to their highest
score (see bracket below).
4. Runners Up are used to determine 3rd & 4th places based on the outcome of semi-finals
(optional).

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Line Following - SPRINT - Physical Event

Line Following Challenge Rules - SPRINT
Goal
Design, build, and program a line following robot that can ( In three minutes ) follow a black line on a
white background to a tower and deliver at least one (1) ball and then return to its starting point.
Then, in the remaining time, return to the tower as many times as possible to deliver as many bonus
balls as you can (max 10 balls being carried at any time).

Who Can Play – teams of 1-4 members
Teams in this challenge compete in separate divisions:
1) Elementary School (ES)
2) Middle School (MS)
3) High School (HS)
4) University/Professional (UP)

Requirements
1) Autonomous robot, any platform, costing $1,500 USD or less, and meets the following design
constraints, which will be verified during Check-In.
a) Robot can demonstrate it is running a line following program if requested
b) Multiple sensors and processors are allowed.
c) Volume of the robot must not exceed 65030 cm^3 (measured by longest height x width x length)

General Rules
1) Event Director can establish:
a) the number of official runs allowed (minimum of 3, maximum of 5)
b) the best individual official run scores will be used to determine the Top 8 teams that will compete
in the tournament.
c) to have the option of using the HS track, or creating a more difficult challenge track for the UP
division.

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

SPRINT Challenge Specific Rules:
The Payload. MAXIMUM 10 BALLS being transported at any one time.
1) Ping pong balls, full spheres, and unaltered (cannot be smashed, shredded, cut pieces, connected,
or containing any additional material inside the sphere other than air)
2) Different colours, materials, markings, logos, text ARE allowed
3) Diameters range, generally, between 38 mm to 40 mm

The Robot, Code, Sensors
1) The robot has 3 minutes to complete the challenge’s tasks
2) Completion of the task requires the robot to deliver the specific number of payload items within
the challenge time
3) A line following program using a light sensor or camera must control your robot’s motion at all
times
4) Only players can operate and manipulate the robot during the heat. Remember, “Players Play,
Coaches Coach, Parents Cheer”.
5) The tower cannot be touched by any person during payload delivery.
6) NO scooping of balls out of the tower (NO reaching INTO the tower) by any person during payload
delivery
7) Touching the robot by anyone other than the track monitor (judge) at any time requires it to be
picked up and returned to home, if time remains

The Tower
1) All divisions use the same 20 cm tall x 10 cm wide x 35 cm long tower with a 10 cm x 10 cm
opening at the top (A4 mailer box)
2) An open back (facing away from the track) to allow the payload (38 - 42 mm diameter ping pong
balls) to roll out during delivery. The tower is held firm to the track by a strip of Velcro tape

The Track
1) Tracks are typically printed on durable paper, or PVC vinyl background (i.e. Outdoor banner
material)
2) Line thickness and “T” intersections:
a) Elementary Division - No intersections, 1.25 cm black line
b) Middle School Division - One intersection, 1.25 cm black line
c) High School Kid Division - Two intersections, 0.75 cm black line
d) University/Professional - Two or more intersections, “T” and/or “L”, 0.75 cm; line maybe
variations of colour, and broken
3) There will be a minimum of 20 cm of straight line leading into the tower
4) The line will be no closer than 10 cm from the edge of the track or any other line
5) Advertisement, or printed instructions can be placed anywhere on the track surface, but must be
a minimum of 10 cm from any line
6) Curves can have different/changing radiuses, but no part of the curve can have a radius less than
15 cm for ES and MS divisions
Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

7) The challenge may be held in areas with natural light present which may change the lighting
conditions of the track. Teams should be prepared to engineer around this natural condition

Scoring
1) The overall score is a combination of points earned from: a) Running the track to the tower b)
Delivering at least one ball c) Returning back home d) Delivering the most amount of bonus balls in
the time remaining (1 point per bonus ball)
See the scoring matrix for your division below for details on the scores assigned during your first trip
to the tower and back.

A successful run is defined as:
a) The robot traverses the track from Home to the Tower, delivering at least 1 ball and traversing the
track back home. These balls are removed and do not count towards achieving the bonus runs.

After all elements have been accomplished above, you may make Bonus Ball Runs: (1 point
for each ball)
a) A Bonus Ball Run is when the robot traverses the track from Home to the Tower and delivers up to
ten balls at a time into the tower. During “Bonus Ball runs”, the robot does not have to traverse the
track from the tower back to home.

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Scoring Matrix:

Tournament Scoring

1) The top eight teams from each division will compete in the final tournament. (Optional)
2) Advancing teams will be seeded into the tournament bracket according to their aggregate score
(see bracket below).
3) Runner Up is used to determine 3rd place based on the outcome of the semi-finals. (Optional)

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

SumoBot - Physical Event

SUMOBOT Challenge Rules

Goal
Design, build, and program an autonomous robot that can search for and push an opponent sumo
robot off an elevated wrestling ring.

Who Can Play – teams of 1-4 members
Teams in this challenge compete in divisions based on what components their robots are made of
and their age.
LEGO Division is for robots ONLY made of LEGO products.
OPEN Division is for robots made of any brand of components.
1) Elementary School (ES) - LEGO or OPEN
2) Middle School (MS) - LEGO or OPEN
3) High School (HS) - LEGO or OPEN
4) University/Professional (UP) - LEGO or OPEN

Requirements
1) An autonomous robot THAT WEIGHS NO MORE THAN 1 Kg (ALL AGE GROUPS) – no 3Kg division
on offer at RoboRAVE Australia
2) This event is NOT offered in RoboSensei (virtual challenges).
3) Teams: Physical events are 1 - 4 players

General Rules
Robot: Autonomous robot, any platform, costing $1,500 USD or less, and meeting the following
design constraints, which will be verified during Robot Check-In.
1) Maximum size of robot in starting position is 25cm by 18cm with no height restriction
2) Robot may expand in size after the 3 second wait, provided prior inspection approval upon seeing
the fully deployed design meets all applicable rules.
3) Teams can practice on designated practice rings, taking turns with other teams needing to
practice.
4) Robots begin by touching the white line at opposite sides of the table from each other, positioned
in any orientation. The robots must pause for 3 seconds after the start buttons are pressed to allow
the team member to back away from the ring.
Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

5) The loser is the robot that leaves the ring first, which is defined as touching the surface upon
which the competition ring is placed. The referee may call a draw after 60 seconds or force a restart
after 5 seconds of “locked robots” at their discretion.
6) Robot handlers must not touch their robots unless instructed by the referee. 5 minutes is
allocated per match, if there is no winner in this time then it will be classed as a draw.
7) Conflict Resolution - during game play, the referee’s decisions will be final.

Challenge Specific Rules
1) Articulating or moving components are allowed as long as they fit the above design rules however
the no intentional harm rule applies - this means that flippers and skid plates are fine but
deliberately destructive mechanisms such as abrasive spinners or hammers etc. are not
allowed. Remember that if a robot is flipped it has not lost the round until it has been pushed out of
the ring and has made contact with the floor.
2) Beginning length & width, and operational size and mass will be strictly enforced throughout the
event with random inspections.
3)The track Marshall will say “3,2,1,Sumo!” And players will press their start buttons at the start of
the word SUMO.
4)Each round will be “best of three” if time allows. This means you have to beat your opponent
twice to win the round.

For Lego Only Option:
1) Any LEGO robot can be used, maximum total value $1500 USD
2) It must be 100% LEGO branded parts (e.g. Not the cardboard from a Lego box – only official parts)
3) It must be autonomous
4) It must conform to the design specifications
5) It must conform to all applicable rules

Track - Dohyo Ring:
1)100cm diameter black circle with a surrounding 5cm white border on 10 to 20 mm thick MDF
board.

-pictured above are 2 open division robots
Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

2) The surface of the ring should be elevated ~50 to 80 mm off the ground. (measurements will vary
slightly based on local materials being used)
3)Teams will play in a series of randomly drawn round-robin heats, the number of which will depend
on the number of entrants in each division. Make sure your team checks the published schedule and
arrives at the correct competition ring on time otherwise your team will forfeit the round 0-3. In
large tournaments there will be a marshalling area to aid traffic flow in the competition arena.
4)There will be 3 points recorded for a win, 1 point for a draw (usually due to time running out with
continually locking robots) and 0 points for a loss.

Finals Tournament Scoring:
1) Typically, Finals tournaments are for the top 8 teams.
a) However, should there be more than 8 teams due to ties or the size of the division, the event
director can increase the tournament size to 16.
b) Referees can hold a tie breaker round to finalize the top 8 or 16 robots if needed.
2) Advancing teams will be seeded into the tournament bracket according to their overall score and
number of wins and losses. Below is an example of our typical 8 team Finals tournament bracket.
3) Runner Up Round is used to determine 3rd & 4th places based on the outcome of semi-finals. In
many tournaments there are only awards for first and second place.

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Entrepreneurial - Physical Event

Entrepreneurial Challenge Rules

Goal
Market, for votes from all attendees at the event, an innovative, working robotic product
(autonomous and/or remote controlled) that customers want!

Who Can Play – teams of 1-4 members
Teams in this challenge compete in separate divisions:
1)Elementary School
2)Middle School
3)High School + University/Professional

Requirements
Autonomous and/remote controlled working robotic product, cost not to exceed $3,000 USD, using
any platform and meets the following design constraints, which will be verified during the event.
1) Demonstrate product functioning (shows an input-process-output logic)
2) Show team business cards with logo.
3) Show 1 page marketing flier ready for distribution
4) Show your materials for your floor space.
•

a) at physical events you will be provided with a table, 2 chairs, electricity, public internet.
Any other materials need to be provided by your team.

5) For the HS/UP division, teams can also provide a quality, 60-90 second, promotional video
(optional).

General Rules
1) Robotic system: defined as any product that incorporates an INPUT-PROCESS-OUTPUT logic.
2) Market a working robotic system to ALL EVENT ATTENDEES as “customers”
3) All attendees will have a single vote to cast for an Entrepreneurial product.
4) EXCEPTION: Subject Matter Experts (SME) will have 50 votes to cast for one or multiple products

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Challenge Specifics
1) Provided:
•
•
•
•
•

a) 3m x 3m booth space; larger, if requested
b) Electricity
c) Public internet
d) Chairs (2)
e) One 1.6m TABLE. Your ‘STORE SET UP’ is 100% your responsibility.

2) Sales team guidelines
•
•
•

a) must be YOUR REGISTERED team members
b) NO FREE GIVEAWAYS. Bribery will not be tolerated. Flyers only.
c) you are encouraged to roam the event to DRIVE customers to your store

3) VOTING
•
•

a) starts @ 9am and ends @ 2pm on finals day (subject to change).
b) All votes are cast at the designated Voting Booth location or via an electronic voting
system, if available.

4) ANY event attendee can vote (i.e., all teams, families, guests, event staff ARE eligible to vote).

Scoring
1)One (1) vote is allowed for each and every attendee at the event during the voting period
2)Subject Matter Experts (SME) will have fifty (50) votes to use for any project. They can cast all or
part of their 50 for a project, again, during the voting period.
3)Projects with the highest vote totals will be presented with positional awards for the categories
posted (to be determined at each event)
Possible categories may include, but not limited to, the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Presentations (your pitch)
Video, promotional (HS/UP divisions)
Product by customer choice
Unique Concept
Inside Your Product (your code)

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

AlpineBot - Physical Event

AlpineBot Challenge Rules
Goal

Design, build, and program a robot that can climb a steep inclined plane, get onto the table top (flat
surface) and place a flag down in the target zone. Completing the challenge before the time limit
ends adds Bonus Points to your score.

Who Can Play – teams of 1-4 members

IF fewer than 5 teams are registered in any division, the Event director has the option to combine
divisions Teams will compete in two (divisions) for this challenge:
1) Middle School (MS),
2) High School (HS), and University/Professional (UP) divisions.

Requirements

Robot: Autonomous robot, any platform, less than $1,500 USD, and meets the following design
constraints, which will be verified during Check-In:
1) No flying robots.
2) Multiple sensors and processors are allowed.
3) Volume of the robot must not exceed 65,030 Cm^3 in its starting configuration.

General Rules

1) The Event Director will establish the number of official runs allowed. The highest run score is used
to determine the winning teams.
2) Refer to the scoring matrix below for point values for each portion of the challenge.
3) The robot has 2 minutes (120 seconds) to complete the challenge with the clock running
backwards from 120 seconds.
4) Teams can practice as much as necessary, taking turns with other teams needing to practice.
5) Should the track be needed to score an official run, practicing teams will yield the track.
6) ES teams will start their robot in one of two positions: a) either on the floor in front of the ramp,
or b) on the ramp at the bottom.
7) MS, HS, & UP divisions must start on the floor behind the start line 30 cm from the base of the
ramp.
8) Touching the robot at any time requires it to be returned to the starting position (however, the
clock will continue to run).

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Challenge Specific Rules

1) A member of the team will indicate to the Challenge Monitor when to stop the clock at the
conclusion of the run. (CAUTION: DO NOT TOUCH THE ROBOT UNTIL THE MONITOR INSTRUCTS YOU
TO DO SO OR YOU COULD END UP FORFEITING YOUR FLAG POINTS AND YOUR TIME BONUS)
2) Event Directors are free to use locally available materials in the construction of challenge tracks,
but should make an effort to match as closely as possible to the US standard.
3) The table top is 60 cm x 80 cm and will be constructed of particle board.
4) The table top surface will be 1 m above the floor surface.
5) The ramp is constructed of particle board or similar and has a smooth flat surface.
6) ES Div: The robot may start either on the floor, or on the beginning portion of the ramp.
7) MS, HS, & UP Div: The robot starts behind the line 30cm from the base of the ramp.
8) There will be four (2 mm wide) black lines drawn perpendicularly on the ramp at the beginning,
one third of the way up, two thirds of the way up, and at the top of the ramp.
9) There is a bull’s eye centred on the table top consisting of a 10 cm diameter black circle at the
centre of the table top.

Track: All Challenge Dimensions are approximate.

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

Flag Details
1) A small flag with a round base with a 50 mm diameter. (see diagram below).

Scoring
1) Each completed section of the ramp is worth points.
2) A section is considered complete when the front part of the robot passes over the start of the
scoring zone line.
3) If your robot is completely on top of the table it earns 100 pts (the robot must have all its
supporting components (wheels, tracks, skids, etc) on the table to be considered complete.
4) The centre of the flag (the flagpole) determines which scoring zone the flag is in. If any part of the
robot is touching the flag (flag stand, flagpole, or flag) then a penalty of 50% of the flag points will be
deducted.
5) If the robot successfully plants the flag (the flag must be standing upright on its base) a time
bonus equal to 1 pt for every remaining second will be added to the overall score.
Scoring Matrix: Maximum points to the top is 300 points + points for placing flag on top of the table
(200)

*50% penalty if any part of flag-pole or flag-base are touching the robot
Tournament Scoring:
Currently there is NO tournament for the Alpinebot Challenge

Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

MEGABOT MADBALL - Physical Event – teams of 1-8 members

MEGABOT MADBALL – 2022 Rule UPDATES – Full rules online at https://roboraveaustralia.com/megabot-madball/
•
•
•
•

The amount scored for placing a ball in a scoring container has been doubled to 10 POINTS
PER BALL.
There will be 1 POINT PER BALL awarded to each ball within the GREEN END GAME ZONE
visible at the end of the match.
The 50 point end game bonus is still available if the robot is off the ground, supported only
by balls which are in the Green End Game Zone.
6 April Tags measuring 100mm x 100mm will be placed in the locations shown, in the same
orientation as their respective numbers show below. These are to aid navigation via robotic
vision systems. The link to the April Tag images is on the MEGAbot Madball page:
https://robocoast.tech/megabot-madball/

See full rules on the online page - https://roboraveaustralia.com/megabot-madball/
Please keep checking for updates at www.roboraveaustralia.com

